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Abstract - R&urn& - AIIIIOT~IIWI - Rcsumrn 

SOME ASPECTS OF THE WTR AND SL-1 ACCIDENTS. The Stationary Low Power Reactor No. I(SL-l), 
a three megawatt prototype reactor. underwent a nuclear excursion ar the National Reactor Testing Station 
(NRTS), Idaho, on 3 January, 1961. Three military operators received fatal injuries and the core was severely 
damaged. Large amounn of radioactivity were released Inside the reactor building; however. release of 
radioactivity from the building to rhe armosphere wa.s slight. This was the fhr fatal reactor accident in 
the history of reactor operation in the United States. ~rbr to the accident. the rcacror had operated for 
931 megawatt days, appmxlmately 40% of Irs core life. 

Primary efforts subsequent to the incldenr con&ted of removal of the victlmr from the reacror bulldIng, 
determinarion of the nuclear status of the reactor, and inveatigacionr as to the cause of the accident. 

Since the cause of the SL-1 accident ha yet m  be conclusively determLned. the dismantling and decon- 
tamination of the. reactor bulldIng had ro proceed slowly in case some. Importam evidence might be over- 
looked. The high radhtlon levels inside the reactor bulldfng also played an imporrant part in slowing up 
the recovery operatkms. 9y the end of November 1961, the pressure ve~oel with the SL-1 core was removed 
from the reactor bullding and transported 40 miles m  a large hot cell previously used to dirauemble large. 
experimenral reactors. In the hot cell a more detailed examination of the dlsarraoged core took place. 

As a result of the SL-1 accldenr. substantlal?hanges were made In organizarlon and responsibility 
assignments within the AEC , m  clarify and strengthen the aafery swelllance over operating governmental 
reactors. 

ACCIDENTS &CENTS AUX ~TATS-~NX - CONCLUSIONS QUANT A IA sicumti DES GACTEURS. 
Au Centre national d’easa1 de rkacteun (NRTS) de I’Idaho, we w~cc de puissance r’eat pmdulre, le 3 JanvIe! 
1961, dam le tiacreur .5 faible puissance constance No 1 (SL-I), dacteur prototype de 3 MW. Troia op&ateun 
appanenam aw forces armies ant ktb mortellemenr bless& et le coeur du i+acteur a sub1 de grave dommaget. 
De grandes quamltis de marl&es radloactlves onr 6trB l ib&&a P  l’lm&f.eur du biriment, maLc one falble 
wamlri seulement s’est &happ& dam I’nanosphGre. C’Ctalt la premi2re fols w’un accident mortel se 
pmduisait dam un r&cteur aux Eta=-Uti. Auparavam, k 16acteur avalt fonctloon6 pendant 931 me’gawan- 
jous. soit environ 40% de la dun?e de vie do coeor. 

Ies effort d6ploy6s apr.% I’accfdent visalent essentiellemenr 1 retlreer Ies victfmes do bltimem, a 
titermlner 1’8tat du re’actew du point de we nu&?alre et a rechercher la cause de l’accldent. 

Comme on n’a pas emore pu QablIx avec certitude la cause de l’accldent. il a fallu proceder avec 
prkaution au d6monrag.e ef a la d&ontamfnation du b&menr, pour ne pas de’rmire dea &menu, de prewe 
importants. La radloactiviti &v& 2 l’int&eur du bitiment a largement conUibu6 2 ralentir lea op&atiom. 
A  la fin de novembre 1961. b caisson Qanche contenant le coeur du Gacteur avalt e’t6 retb6 du bftlmenr 
et uamporte’. .$ one soixamaine de kilom&res. dam une vaafe cellule de haute acriviti, dCja urilbie pour 
le dimomage de grands re’acreurs expe’rimentaux. yes diff&enres parties du coeur y ant it6 s~umises 2 UI 
examen plus appmfondi. 

HEHABHIIJI ABAPMH B COElILlHEHHbIX UITATAX M Mx I lOCJIEJCTBMR B 
OFJIACTB EX30i7ACHOCTM PEAKTOPOB. B CTaUMOHaPHOM PeaKTOpe ManOti 
MOLqHOCTM p 1 (SL-l), RBJUiRH)qIIMCII PeaKTOpOM-UPOTOTMIIOM MOIqHOCTbM 
B 3 MFBT, 
B Afiinaxo, 

B ~~KWoHanbHOM MCIIhITBTeJIbHOM peaHTOpHOM lJeHTp6! NRTS 
3 fiHsapsI 1961 rosa, l lpOll3OUIJIO OTKJIOHeHMe OT HOpMaJIb- 

HOrO pexnMa. 
JdlITbI, 

Tpoe ~3 obcnyx~aa~!q,rx peaKTop BoeHHocJylaqxx 6bmx 
a aKTHsHaR 30Ha pearcTopa cnnbH0 nocTpanana. IIpovraoolen 
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~b16poc 3Ha4HTeAbHOrO KoAHrIecTBa PaAMOaKTHBHOCTH BHYTPH peaxTop- 
HOrO 3AaHH8; ORHBXO BbICBOdOXReHMe p3AWOBKTMBHOCTM H3 BAELHHR B 
aTMOC@Spy dblJl0 HB3H39HTeJfbHbIM. 3~0 6bmo nepBoil anapnefi peaKTopa 
CO CJIyYaJrMU CMepTH B BCTOpMEl pa6OTbI PeaKTOpOB B COeAMHeHHhD: 
UTaTBX. 80 aBapMM PeaKTOp HpOpa60TCJI 931 MCrBBaTT-AHCfi,  rlT0 CO- 
CTaBJIJ?CT HpH6JIH3HTCAbHO 40’ ,O CpOKa XH3HM Cl-0 aKTHBHO% 30HbI. 

OCHOBHbIC JJCHSlHSI HOCAt? HHUMACHTC 6a1nvr HaHpaBJleHbI Ha MBBJlC- 
BeHne XepTB y13 3AaHmfi peaKTopa, Ol lpeAeneHMe JlAepHOrO COCTOflHMSI 
peaKTopa TV aHann3a npMwH HecvacTHoro cnysw. 

BEmny Tore, YTO HyXHO 6bIno OHpCACJIHTb HPMHHHY aBapHH Ha pe- 
aKTope SL-1, pa3paboTxa peaKTopa tl Ae3aKTxBaqnE peaxTopHor0 aAa- 
HXSi AOnXHbI dbrn~ I lpOll3BORHTbCB MBAACHHO C TBM, rlTO6bl He IIpOIIyC- 
TMTb KaKoro-Jurbo BB~HOI’O BCllJCCTBBHHOr0 AOK333TCJIbCTBa. BbICOKAm 
ypoBeHb paAnaaqxkl BHYTPL~ peaKTopHor0 3AaHwi TaKXe carrpan 3Ha- 
PMTBJlbHYlQ POJlb B  3BMeAJlBHHH pa6OT HO BOCCT3HOBJIBHHlO. K  HOHUY 
HOJXdPR 1961 rOA3 KOplTyC BblCOKOrO ASlBJlCHlVl C BKTHBHOti  30HO2 SL-1 
6bIa M3BneYeH M3 peaKTOpHOr0 3AaHMR A OTBe3eH 39 40 MHJ’lb B  bonb- 
mym ropfivyio Kah4epy, KOTOpaZI CJlyXHna paHbme AnR pa3pa60TKM 60nb- 
UlMX 3KCIIC~HMCHT3JIbHbM PCaKTOpOB. B ropcrsefi KaMepe 6brn opraHv3o- 
BaH donee BOApOdHbti OCMOTP pa306pEiHHOfi BKTHBHOti  30HbI. 

B pe3ynbTaTe asapna Ha peaKTope SL-1 B opraHn3aqw Kohwcc~rrr 
HO BTOhfHOfi 3Ht?prHH II B  paCllpCACJICHHC OTBCTCTBBHHOCTM dbram BHB- 
Ct?HbI 3HEirlMTOJlbHbIC H3MCHeHHR AJlII J’TOVHCHHR M  yCHJIeHAR HEldJlloACHHa 
HaA pa6oTott I lpaBMTenbCTBeHHblX PeaxTOpOB C TOtIKM 3peHaff MX 6e3- 
Ol laCHOCTB. 

B ncn-bITaTenbHoM peaKTope BecTxHrxayaa (~TR), RBnfft9qerow pe- 
axTopoM baccetisoro Tuna MomHocTbm B 60 M~BT, 3 anpens 1960 roAa 
IIpOH3OlilAB 3BEtpHFl C TCIlJIOBbIA3Jl~lQll lHM 3ACMCHTOM. Hn CMCPTHbDC CJly- 
vaeB, HM upe3MepHoro OdnyseHMR He nponaomno; oAHaK0 pacnnasne- 
Hne 0AHoro TennoBbxAen~mqero 3neMeHTa Bbx3Bano pacnpocTpaHewe 
npoAyuToB Aenewvi B cacTeMy ?xnaXAenmR peaKTopa. l-IpnwHa asapxu 
He MOrAB 6bITb yCTaHOBJlCHa C HBCOMHCHHOfi  TOHHOCTLIO, HO BCPOfiTHOfi 
npHwHOfi MOXeT 6bITb BOBp’S2iABHHC o60nowx $WaMt?TpOM 6onee 1/2 
AmtiMa B MecTe Ae@eKTa CBR~M. 

ACCIDENTES RECLSTRADOS RECISNTEMENTE EN LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS. Y  SU REPERCUSION EN LA 
SEGURIDAD DE REACTORES. En el Reactor eataclonario de baja potencla N’ 1 (SL-1) de la Estacldn National 
de Sxperimentacibn de Reactores (NRTS). de Idaho. reactor prototlpo de 3 MW, se prcdujo un accidente de 
reacrivldad el 3 de enero de 1961. Tres operadoter mllltares rufrleron lesiones monales y el ndcleo de1 reac- 
tor quedo muy deteriorado. Grander cantidades de radiactividad quedaron libres en el lmerior de1 edlflclo de1 
reactor; a pesar de ello. escapd poca radiactividad de1 ediflcio a la atmdsfera. Este ha sido el primer accl- 
dente mortal registrado en la historia de1 funcionamiento de lm reactores en 10s Sstados Unidcs. Hasta el dfa 
de1 accidente, el reactor habra funclonado durante 931 megavatios-dfas, o sea, aproximadamente el 40 por 
ciento de la vida de1 ntlcleo. 

Lo primer0 que se hizo, apenar ocurrido el accidente, fue retirar las vfctimar de1 edificio de1 reactor. 
determlnar el estado nuclear de1 reactor, e investigar la cat&a de1 slniestro. 

Como quiera que adn no se ha determinado exactamente la eausa de1 accidente de1 SL-1. fue precise 
proceder lentamente al desmantelamiento y a La descontamlnacidn de1 ediflcio de1 reactor a fin de evitar 
el pasar par alto algtln element0 lmponante para la lnvestigacibn. Asimlsmo. loa altos niveles de radiacidn 
han sldo una causa importante de la lentitud de las operaciones de recuperacibn. A  fines de noviembre de 1961 
se retirb. de1 edificio de1 reactor. la vasija de preslbn junta con el nlicleo de1 SL-1, que se transport4 a una 
amplia celda de gran actlvidad sltuada a 40 millas de dlstancia. que prevlamente se habla empleado para 
desmontar grandes reactores experimentales. En la celda de gran actlvldad se hlzo un examen mhnicioso de1 
ndcleo dafiado. 

Como resultado de1 accidente de1 SL-I, se lnttodujeron camblos rustanclales en la organlzacidn y 
deslindamiento de responrabilldades dentre de la ASC, a fin de determlnar o lntenrificar la lnspecclbn de la se- 
guridad de 10s mactows que el Gobiemo tlene en funclonamiento. 
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En el Reactor Experimental Westinghouse (WTR), de1 tlpo tnnque. de 60 MW. se produje unSaverta en ULI 
&memo combuatlble el 3 de abril de 1960. No se reglstraron desgroclas nl robreerposlctones~ rin embargo, 
re fundid el elemcnto combustible. provocando la dlspenldn de productcd de flridn por el slrtem e reftlge- 

+f racldn de1 reactor. No pudo establecene con cetteza la causa de1 accldente. pero pa.rece que puk e atrlbuLtse 
a la rotura de la vaina en una zona de contacfo defectumo de mb de 4 pulgeda de di5metro. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent reactor accidents in the United States of America at the Wedhg- 
house Testing Reactor (WTR) and the Stationary Low Power Reactor No. 1 ~. 
(SL-1) are discussed in this report. The WTR accident occurred on 3 April 
1960 and the SL-1 accident occurred on 3 January 1961. This paper briefly 
describes the facilities and the events relevant to the accidents, with a brief 
discussion and analysis of the damage incurred. Some of the pertinent impli- 
cations as to reactor safety are discussed. 

The SL-1 was operated by Combustion Engineering, Incorporated for 
the USAEC at the AEC National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho. The WTR 
is owned by the Westinghouse Electrical Corporation, Pennsylvania. 

The two accidents described in this report are of greatly different pro- 
portions. The SL-1 accident was much more serious than the WTR accident. 
The three crew members on duty at the SL-1 were fatally injured and the 
recovery of the SL-1 reactor was economically infeasible from a programme 
standpoint. On the other hand, no one received an over-exposure of radiation 
as a result of the accident at the WTR and the facility was readily returned 
to operation.* Both accidents, of course, were thoroughly investigated. The 
SL-1 investigation is still continuing and probably will continue until mid- 
summer. -w 

The aspects of the accidents discussed in this report, selected as those 
of direct interest to the nuclear power industry, are excerpted from reports, 
already published, by vzirious committees, boards and other persons direct - 
ly associated with investigation of these accidents. 

II. WESTINGHOUSE TESTING REACTOR 

A. Background . ” 
The Westinghouse Testing Reactor (WTR) is located on an 830 acre 

tract, approximately 20 miles southeast of Greater Pittsburgh. The sur- 
rounding land area usage is predominantly farming (Fig. 1). 

The WTR is a pressurized, tank type, light water-cooled and moderated 
reactor. The primary function of the WTR is to test reactor materials and 
components. The reactor was designed for 60 M W  power operation, although 
it was originally l icensed and operated at 20 MW. The primary coolant QS- 
tern is a recirculating loop in which water flows from the reactor vessel 
to a surge tank from which it is pumped through heat exchangers to an ele- 
vated head tank, 250 ft above the ground. From the head tank, water flowsby 
gravity back to the reactor vessel. 

Each fuel assembly has 200 g of highly enriched uranium fuel as alumi- 
nium-uranium alloy in the walls of three long concentric cylinders around 
a central aluminium mandreltubeinwhich small canned specimens can be 
irradiated. The uranium-aluminium alloy is aluminium clad: claddingthick- 

* The Westinghouse Electric Corporation announced in March 1962 that it was terminating the operation 
of the WTR because of lack of customer demand. 
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Fig. I 
wesringhouse testing reactor locared 20 miles southeast of Greater Pittsburgh 

ness is 36 mils; the meat, 5.2 mils. The fuel tubes or cylinders are 44 in 
long and the outside diameter of the fuel assembly is 2. 5 in. Orifices at 
both ends distribute the coolant flow through the channels within the assem- 
bly and provide some of the static pressure required on the fuel assemblies 
to prevent boiling at the hot spots. 

Fig. 2 shows the relationship of the reactor core to the reactor vessel. 
A plan view of the core barrel is shown in Fig. 3. The inner hexagon contains 
fuel elements, test loops, and control rods, while the outer segments are 
used for experimental purposes. 

At the time of the accident, the reactor had been operated up to 45 IVIW 
and studies were underway to determine the effect of incipient boiling on 
reactor stability in anticipation of 60 M W  operation. As an initial part of 
the experiment, tests were conducted to study the effects of bubbling helium 
through the core. When the accident occurred, a programme was underway 
to operate the reactor at incipient boiling by reduction in the primary coolant 
flow, observing the formation of steam bubbles using the same recorders 
previously tested during the helium bubbling experiment. 

B. WTR accident 

On 3 April 1960, the reactor had been operating at a steady state at 
40 M W  with a primary coolant flow of 15 000 gal (US)/min. In preparation 
for carrying out the reduced flow experiment, reactor power was reduced 
to 30 M W  and appropriate reactor safety circuits were reset to permit re- 
duction of flow to 5000 gal [US)/min. During the experiment, it was intended 

z 
- ASPEC 
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Fig. 2 

Vertical drawing of WTR core 

to raise the power level gradually, with continuous monitoring of the bubble 
measuring recorders, until a power level of 45 MSV was reached or until 
boiling was observed. 
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Fig.3 
Plan view of WTR cme 

The reactor flow was reduced gradually to 5 250 gal (US)/min. At 8.20 
p.m. the reactor power was increased to 37 M W  (calculated). A recording 
of power levels observed is shown on Fig. 4. At 8.33 p.m. the power demand 
was adjusted to raise the power to 40 MW. At 8.35 p.m. the power level 
began to drop rapidly, goingdown to 1’7 M W  over a period of about two min- 
utes for no apparent reason. During this period, the control rod on auto- 
matic control withdrew to its upper limit. The other control rods were with- 
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Fig.4 

WTR neutron power level recorder chart for night of 3 Apr. 1960 

drawn on manual control in order to maintain power, and on reaching ap- 
proximately 17 MW, power level started to increase on approximately a 
60 s period or greater. The power returned to approximately 38 MW. At 
8.40 p.m. the radiation detector monitoring the demineralized water supply 
alarmed. This was followed by further alarms from other radiation monitors 
within a minute. Power was lowered to 15 M W  and at 8.44 p.m. the reactor 
was scrammed manually as radiation levels continued to rise. 

Immediately following reactor scram, personnel on the reactor top 
were evacuated to the control room. As radiation levels continued to rise 
on all monitoring channels, a general evacuation was begun to a remote 
location on the site. Certain operating and health physics personnel remained 
for a short time to secure the plant and to continue survey work, but were 
evacuated due to the high radiation levels. 

The reactor primary coolant system was left in operation and one of 
the high pressure test loops set for cool-down. Activation of the stack gas 
and particulate monitors (located in the Process Building) by external radia- 
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tion caused automatic recirculation of the vapour container ventilation sys- 
tem. The surge tank vent blower, which sweeps air from the surge tank to 
the top of the head tank where it is discharged, was left in operation to pre- 
vent possible blowbaclr of fission product material into the process area. 
To prevent further releases of material, personnel returned to the plant 
to shut down this blower. 

The initial radiation survey indicated that gross fission product con- 
tamination of the primary coolant system had occurred. The highest reading 
of 40 r/h was taken at the head tank downcomer at ground level. 

C. WTR recovery operations 

The major effort was to determine the cause of the failure, get the 
plant decontaminated and the reactor back into operation. Such problems 
as water storage and radiation protection occupied a considerable effort 
and the solution to these type problems governed the pace of the main acti-. 
vities. 

By 9 April, decontamination efforts had proceeded sufficiently so that 
the reactor head was raised one foot for examination and radiation survey. 
Since the radiation levels close to the head were approximately 1 r/h, the 
head was replaced pending construction of shields and to prepare washing 
and decontamination equipment. A system of car-wash brushes was hooked 
up for continuous scrubbing during the raising of the head (Fig. 5). A 3 in 

Fig. 5 

WTR reactor vessel head removal and decontamination 

thick iron shielding platform was constructed to permit visual observation 
of the core and to begin unloading the core. On 11 April, the head was re- 
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nlovwi. Fig. G  shows a photo,~raph of the core taken on tllis date. ~‘(3 visible 
damnpc was apparent at this time. 

Fig.6 

View of WTR core - 11 Apr. 1360 

Fuel unloading then began with elements being removed first from the 
outside of the core, working towards the middle. Some elements stuck slight- 
ly and were removed by a hoist with a 350 lb force limitation. Following 
removal of all fuel elements hut one, which could not be dislodged within 
the above force limitation, all the control rods and their fuel element fol- 
lowers were removed. 

Upon examination, all fuel elements thus removed from the core ap- 
peared discoloured but without apparent physical damage. The stuck element 
was finally removed by a 500 lb force and only the upper third of the element 
came loose (Fig. 7). The bottom end of the shroud tube appeared to be solid- 
ly plugged. Finally by using a specially fabricated core drill, the final por- 
tion of the damaged element was removed. A visual esamination of the 
shroud holes and a later check with a sizing tool indicated that the core 
structure had not been damaged, 

D. Xccideni analysis 

The power reduction, shown in Fiz. 4 is believed to have occurred as 
a resuit of a decrease in reactivity caused by the fuel element failure melt- 
down and subsequent blockage of the coolant channels. Production of steam 
and bulk boiling in the blocked element voided the water channels. It :vas 
calculated that reactivity loss by voiding the water channels and possibly 
by the loss of a small amount of fuel is consistent with the reactivity change 
which caused the power loss from 38 M W  to 17 MW. 
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Fig. 7 
Damaged WTR fuel element -_ 

A close examination of the trace made by a boiling detector Brush re- 
corder, being used during the reduced-flow experiment in progress at the 
time of the accident, confirmed that the element failed prior to the power 
loss. ,I 

Visual observations of the failed fuel element disclosed some evidence 
of poor bonding; hence a programme was instituted to reinspect the unused 
cold fuel elements on hand. A mechanical inspection of these elements dis- 
closed many small deviations from specifications and a few elements with 
serious bows in the tubes or with visible blisters. An ultrasonic inspection 
revealed dozens of imperfections (Fig. 8). The defects ranged in size from 
a few thousandths of, an inch to greater than 1 in in diameter. 

An experimental check was made to determine whether defects grew 
upon temperature cycling. No significant change in size or number of the 
defects was noted. 

Thermal hydraulic analysis, using pertinent heat transfer information 
(reactor power at 38 Mw; coolant flow rate, 5250 gal (US)/min , etc.), ap- 
plicable to the reactor when the fuel element failed, revealed that a burn- 
out type failure of a good element did not occur. The heat transfer calcula- 
tions indicated, however, a bonding defect greater than f in in diameter 
could account for the fuel element failure. 
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Fig. 8 

WTR-typical ulrrxonic trace with defect photo 

Investigation by the AEC’s Division of Licensing and Regulation indi- 
cated that either or both of two factors played a major role in the WTR ac- 
cident : (i) inadequate coolant flow under conditions existing at the time, or 
(ii) defective metallurgical bonding in the fuel element. Further detailed 
calculations by the WTR staff indicated that the cause of the failure could 
not be established beyond a reasonable doubt. 

E. Conclusions 

A fuel element failure at the WTR on 3 April 1960, resulted in thespread 
of gross fission products throughout the reactor primary coolant system. 
The cause of the failure was not established beyond reasonable doubt, but 
it may be assumed that a normal fuel element operating under the conditions 
at the time of the accident would not have failed. A strong possibility exists 
that the failed element was not normal and possibly had a defect greater 
than i in in diameter. 

The rapid and spontaneous decrease in power was not recognized by 
the reactor operator or supervisor as being abnormal. The recovery of the 
specified power was not consistent with safety of operations. Apparently 
the fuel element failed prior to the power loss and, therefore, the following 
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increase in power by direct withdrawal of the control rods only aggravated 
the situation. 

Subsequent to the accident, approximately 100 cold fuel elements from 
the same batch as the ruptured fuel element were reinspected. The results 
of the reinspection disclosed dozens of defects. 

Rigorous inspections cannot be done without adding costs to the fabrica- 
tion of fuel elements; however, these additional costs are rather insignifi- 
cant when compared to accident recovery costs. 

III. STATIONARY LOW POWER REACTOR NO. 1 (SL-1) 

A. Background 

The SL-1 was a direct cycle, natural recirculation boiling water reactor 
designed for 3000 kW gross thermal capacity and was capable of producing 
200 kW net of electricity and 1.3 million BTU per hour for space heat. Work 
on this plant started in 1955 in response to a Department of Defense request 
for a small nuclear power plant. The requirement was based on the need 
to develop such a plant for future use at remote military installations. 

Site work began in the fall of 1956; plant construction started in 1957 
and initial criticality was achieved in August 1958. 

Argonne National Laboratory, the prime contractor, performed the 
initial criticality and start-up tests and successfully completed a 500 h, full 
power plant performance test in December 1958. In February 1959, the 
permanent operator (Combustion Engineering, Inc. ) assumed responsibi- 
lity for the operation of the SL-1. After start-up the SL-1 was used to fur- 
nish operating experience, develop plant performance characteristics, ob- 
tain core burn-up data, ‘train military personnel in plant maintenance and 
operation, and test improved components planned for use in subsequent 
reactors of this type. 

The SL-1 site is located at theNational Reactor Testing Station about 
3 mfle north of Route 20 (Fig. 9). Site facflities consisted of the reactor 
building, an adjoining support building which contained the control room, 
and miscellaneous service buildings (Fig. 10). The majority of the plant 
equipment was located in a cylindrical steel reactor building 38i it in diam- 
eterhaving an over-all height of 48 ft. This building was made of steel plate, 
most of which had a thickness of f in, Access to the building was provided 
by ordinary doors. The building was not a pressure-type containment shell 
as would have been used for reactors located in populated areas. Never- 
theless, the building was able to contain most of the radioactive particles 
released by the explosion. 

The building was erected on dummy support piles to simulate the type 
of construction that would be used in the Arctic, in the permafrost area, 
where the whole structure would be supported by piles (Fig. 11). The reactor 
vessel, fuel storage wells, and demineralizers were located in the lower 
third of the building and shielded with gravel. Gravel was used because this 
was a material that was readily available at the remote sites where loca- 
tion of such reactors was planned. A recirculating, air-cooler condenser 
was located in the upper third of the building. The middle third of the build- 
ing contained the turbine generator, feedwater equipment, and shielding 
blocks located around the reactor pressure vessel head. These shielding 
blocks were movable by an overhead crane, permitting access to the pres- 
sure vessel head and control rod drive mechanisms. 

The reactor core 
the chimney section ft 
the five control rods 1 
which was driven by 2 
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Fig. 9 

Natmnal reactor testing station 

The reactor core was located near the bottom of the vessel; abgve was 
the chimney section formed by the control rod shrouds (Fig. 12). Each of 
the five control rods was connected to a vertical extension rod and a rack 
which was driven by a pinion gear in the control drive mechanism located 
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Fig. 10 

General view - SL-1 facility 

Fig. 11 

SL-1 plant perspective 
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Fig. 12 

SL-1 reactor perspective 

on the head. Each pinion gear was driven by a horizontal shaft which ex- 
tended through a pressure seal in the housing of the drive mechanism and 
through surrounding shielding blocks to a motor located on the outside. Over 
the head of the vessel was a sheet metal enclosure filled with metal punch- 
ings, gravel and boric oxide to provide shielding. A top shield cap rested 
on the side shielding blocks. 

The core structure was built for a capacity of 59 fuel assemblies, one 
source assembly, and 9 control rods of which 5 were cruciform rods and 
4 T rods. The core in use, however, had 40 fuel elements and was controlled 
by 5 cruciform rods. The control rods were made of 60 mil thick cadmium, 
mechanically clad with 80 milsof aluminium. They had an over-all span of 
14 i in and an effective length of 32 in (Fig. 13). The 40 fuel assemblies were 
composed of 9 fuel plates each (Fig. 14). The plates were 120mils thick con- 
sisting of a 50 mil uranium-aluminium alloy “meat” and 35 mils of X-8001 
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Fig. 13 

Cross type conuol md 

aluminium cladding. The meat was 25.8 in long and 3.5 in wide. The water 
gap between fuel plates was 3lOmils. The initial loading of the 40 assembly 
core was highly enriched and contained 14 kg of uranium-235. 

On each of the 16 fuel assemblies in the centre of the core (Fig. 15), a 
full length burnable poison strip was spot welded to one side plate, (shown 
by dashed lines) and a half length strip to the other side plate (shown by 
solid lines). The remainder of the fuel assemblies had a full length strip 
only on one side plate. The strips were aluminium-nickel, containing boron- 
10. The half length strips were 21mils thick, and the full length strips, 26 

milsthick. The core contained a total of 23 g of boron-10 as burnable poison. 
The fuel was calculated to provide about 15% excess reactivity (Fig. 16). 

The burnable poison was calculated to provide negative reactivity of 11.2%. 
Reactivity of about 10% was expected to be burned out in 4 3 yr at normal 
power operation. The fission products were expected to provide additional 
negative reactivity of up to 2% over core life. The combined excess reacti- 
vity (or the reactivity held down by the rods) was calculated to be 3% at 
beginning of life, rising to over 3 4% in just under one year, then decreas- 
ing gradually yielding a calculated life of over 3 yr. 

At the time of the accident, the SL-1 had been in operation for over 
2 yr. The reactor had produced 931.5 MWd of thermal energy which was 
approximately 40% of the design life of the core. 
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Fig. 14 

Fuel element 

B. SL-1 accident 

On 23 December 1960, the reactor was shut down for routine mainte- 
nance, instrument calibration, installation of auxiliary system valves, minor 
plant modifications, and installation of flux wires in the core. During the 
period 27-30 December 1960, the maintenance, calibration, and modifica- 
tion work was performed. Work on the installation of the flux wires started 
after midnight on the morning of 3 January 1961. This work involved moving 
the shielding blocks back from the reactor, raising the water level to the 
top of the reactor vessel, removing selected control drive mechanisms,and 
inserting the 44 flux wires into predesignated water channels within the fuel 
assemblies. The flux wires were aluminium, containing cobalt -aluminium 
alloy slugs, and were to be used to measure flux distribution within the core 
as part of an investigation of reactor core power distribution. By 4 p.m. 
on 3 January 1961, installation of the flux wires was completed. The three- 
man, 4 to 12 p.m. shift on 3 January 1961, was directed to pump the water 
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SL-1 loading for 40 element core 

down to the normal operating level, install the shield plugs in the top head 
of the reactor pressure vessel (around the control rod extensions), reas- 
semble the control rod drive mechanism, replace the shield blocks, and 
connect the motors in preparation for resuming operations the following 
morning. 

The operating log disclosed that the crew had pumped the water down 
to a level 2 3 ft below the reactor head. The recovery evidence obtained SO 
far indicates that the crew had installed all the shield plugs and was com- 
pleting the reassembly or “hook up” of the central rod when the accident 
occurred at 9.01 p.m. The three crew members on duty, working in the 
reactor room, received fatal injuries from the explosion. Two crew mem- 
bers died instantly; the third, a few hours later. 

C. SL-1 recovery operations 

The post-accident SL-1 investigation and dismantling operations, which 
are expected to be completed by midsummer 1962, consisted of three phases. 
Phase 1 (3-9 January 1961) included the emergency operations mainly con- 
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Reactivity variation during SL-1 core lifetime 
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cerned with the recovery of the victims from the SL-1 reactor building. 
Efforts also were made to determine whether a nuclear excursion had taken 
place and the status of the reactor facility. Phase II (9 January 1961 through 
21 April 1961) consisted basically of efforts to determine the gross e.xtent 
of the accident and the nuclear status of the SL-1 reactor. Phase III (21 
April 1961 to midsummer 1962) consisted of the detailed investigation of 
damaged reactor components and effects of the excursion in an effort to 
determine the cause of the accident.The clean-up and dismantling opera- 
tions of the SL-1 site also took place during this phase. 

. Phase X(3-9 January 1961) 

During the emergency operations, it was determined that a neutron 
excursion had taken place. The following are some of the analytical results 
which supported this conclusion: 

(a) Bare gold foils from a Hurst dosimeter which was located near 
the entrance to the operating floor indicated a neutron exposure of 1.2 x 1Oa 
thermal neutrons per cm2. 

(b) A brass screw taken from a cigarette lighter indicated a neutron 
exposure of 9.3 x lo9 thermal neutrons per cm2. 
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(e) ‘lnalysis of samples taken from tile clotlkl, rr of t!ic victi::1s indi- 
cated tlie presence of uranium and sti.ontic.ulli--cll.laiititativc analysis of tllese 
samplesyielded ayttrium- activity of 2.4 ,< ll,” dt!cr:,ys pe!~nlinu:e pe1. militeL: 

(f) Soil samples from witllin tile area, clotiling snnxples fi‘om pel*sonnel 

and 1;:) WCL’(: talcen of the ;*cnctor ilead o.i’ea to 

field. Fig. 17 shows that the metal cover of the pressure vessel head shield 
was forced upward and the metal punchings and gravel forced out covering 
the floor area in the foreground. Control rod racks are protruding from 
nozzles 1 and 7 (see Fig. 19 for nozzle positions) and are about $ ft further 
out than they would normally be during a shut-down. Across the top of the 
head is a shield plug mith a portion of the control rod extension s!laft still 
in this piug, later identified as the No. 9 shield plug. Fig. 13 shows the vari- 
ous control rod drive components which had not been assembled. 

Other photographs talcen during this phase of operation indicate physical . . ^. 
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Fig. 18 

View of SL-1 reactor raxn after accident 

Control md drives and rap shielding 
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essentially unmoved and only one light located directly above the reactor 
head was broken. 

As mentioned previously, the radiation levels in the vicinity of the re- 
actor head were 500-1000 r/h and at the building walls the levels were ap- 
proximately 100 r/h. 
3 u. Phase II (0 January-21 April 1961) 

With emergency operations completed, no one was allowed to enter the 
reactor building due to the high radiation fields and because the nuclear 
status of the reactor had not been determined. It was not then known whether 
or not water was in the vessel, whether portions of the reactor fuel were 
precariously balanced and might be dislodged into another nuclear configura- 
tion, etc. Hence all penetrations into the reactor room.were accomplished 
remotely. 

For these remote penetrations, several devices were used which dis- 
closed valuable though not always conclusive information. 

Amock-up of the reactor building, reactor head, vessel, etc. was con- 
structed whereby the recovery crews could practise the intricate manipula- 
tions required to handle photographic and television cameras and associated 
lighting in order to view the reactor head area and inside the pressure ves- 
sel. Also various probes were used to measure the radiation fields in the 
reactor building and inside the pressure vessel, the temperature over the 
reactor head and core, and the water level in the pressure vessel. 

The specially shielded crane with a movable boom used throughout the 
remote operations is shown in Fig. 20 performing an entry in the reactor 

Fig. 20 

Performing entry into the SL-1 reactor building 
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building. Photographs of the various cameras and probes used during this 
phase are shown in Fig. 21 to 26. 

Fig. 21 

Fig. 27, a frame from the first movies taken directly over the reactor 
head, indicated that six nozzles were open to the atmosphere and that nozzle 
No. 8 appeared to be free of any obstructions. Hence most of the remote 
penetrations into the pressure vessel were made through No. 8. Although 
the television shots were not too clear, valuable information was obtained 
as to the condition of the core. Photographs taken of the core using a Minox 
miniature camera added significantly to our knowledge of the condition of 
the core (Fig. 28). 

On 15 April 1961, the shielded miniature camera assembly was used 
in conjunction with a chemical probe which reached within 3 in of the bottom 
of the pressure vessel (Fig. 28). The probe gave no indication that water 
was present in the vessel and hence the reactor was declared nuclearly safe 
as long as the core remained unmoderated. 

Aside from determining the nuclear status of the reactor, significant 
information was obtained from the numerous photographs, movies, etc. 
taken inside the pressure vessel. It was determined that the four outside 
control rods (1, 3, 5, and ‘7) were essentially in place and that the central 
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Fig. 22 

Minox camera and shielding assembly 

rod, No. 9, had been ejected upward and was lying across the top of the core. 
These observations clearly indicated that the core and core structure were 
severely damaged. 

3. Phase III (21 April to present) 

With the nuclear status of the SL-1 reactor known, the recovery opera- 
tions could proceed more deliberately. By the end of April, radiation levels 
within the reactor building had decayed to approximately 200 r/h. The pri- 
mary objective of this phase was to determine the cause of the accident. 
Complete photographic and radiation surveys were a necessity before re- 
moving debris and reactor components from the reactor building. As these 
surveys progressed, some of the reactor components (excluding those in- 
side the pressure vessel) were removed from the building. Limited person- 
nel access to the reactor building was eventually allowed when the radiation 
fields became better linown. A hole cut into the side of the reactor building 
at the fan room level (above the reactor room) permitted access to that 
area for completion of surveys of the interior of the building. 

Careful examination of the photographs taken and the debris recovered 
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Fig. 23 

Chemical water prove (secrion) 

from the reactor room led us to believe that the pressure vessel as a whole 
might have been physically dislocated upward as a result of the nuclear 
excursion. The most notable evidence which supported this belief was the 
presence of block insulation lying on the reactor room floor (Fig. 29). This 
insulation was originally wrapped around the pressure vessel and held in 
place by a a in steel jacket. The most likely explanation to account for such 
large pieces of insulation on the reactor room floor was that the vessel must 
have been forced upward. Early in November 1961, a trial lift of the pres- 
sure vessel confirmed that the vessel had indeed been projected up by the 
explosion, shearing the steam nozzle and other pipes (Fig. 30), and had 
then fallen back approximately into its normal position. 

Before the pressure vessel was lifted, a 2f in hole was drilled into 
the side of the reactor building and through the wall of the pressure vessel 
at a level below the core. Through this hole, photographs were taken, using 
a horoscope, which disclosed severe damage to the lower core structure 
(Fig.31). Also, four of the five control followers were identified, confirm- 
ing that the four outside rods were essentially fully inserted into the dam- 
aged core. 



Fig, 25 
Special barrel mounted television cunera 
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Fig. 26 

Ultrasonic pmbe and housing for warer detection 

Fig.27 

View of SL-1 ~~.ctor vessel head after incident 
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Fig. 28 
Photographic evidence of chemical probe penetrating core structure through control rod shroud No.8 

Fig. 29 
Pieces of block insulation on SL-1 reactor operating floor 

From June through November 1961, clean-up operations proceeded 
rather slowly since water or any other moderating material could not be 
used to decontaminate the interior of the reactor building. Vacuum cleaners, 
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Fig. 30 

Trial lift of pressure vessel showing distorted flange. bulged vessel and sheared steam line 

a remotely controlled electromagnet, and manual labour (on a rapid, large 
scale turnover rate to avoid over-exposure to any individual) were the tech- 
niques used to remove the debris from the reactor building. The radiation 
levels within the building were substantially reduced using these techniques 
and by placing several thousand pounds of steel and lead sheet and lead shot 
over the reactor head. 

By late November 1961, all preparations for removal of the pressure 
vessel, with the core left inside as it was, were completed. On 29 Novem- 
ber 1961, the pressure vessel was successfully removed from the reactor 
building and transported in a large concrete shipping cask to a large dis- 
assembly hot cell located 40 miles north of the SL-1 site (Fig. 32). 

Ln January 1962, preliminary hot cell examination of the pressure ves- 
sel and core disclosed that the vessel was not ruptured but was bulged about 
4 in in diameter just below the head flange and was bulged about 1 in above 
and below the core (Fig. 33). The reactor head nozzles were also found to 
be bulged. The pressure vessel flange was so distorted that the head could 
not be raised off the head bolts after the nuts had been removed. It was 
necessary to force the head upward using wedges, After the reactor head 
was removed, it was clear that the central rod, within its own shroud, was 
entirely out of and above the core. The rod with shroud was lying approxi- 
mately 45” to the horizontal across the top of the core (Fig. 34). When the 
central rod and shroud were removed, it was quite evident that the centre 
of the core suffered severe melting and destruction (Fig. 35). 

Dismantling the reactor buildm, 0 and decontamination of the SL-1 site 
proceeded quickly with the major sources of radiation removed. At the pres- 
ent time, the building components, the gravel shield and most of the equip- 
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Fig.31 

Underside of core showing location where core has been lifted from support bracket 

ment in the building are being buried at a  site approximately 4  mile from 
the SL-1 site. The remaining buildings on  the site are being restored for 
future use. 

IV. PRE-ACCIDENT CONDITION OF THE SL-1 REACTOR 

A. General  

This section is concerned with certain circumstances and  condit ions 
of the SL-1 reactor which are relevant to discussions of the accident. There 
is no  evidence to indicate that any of these circumstances had  a  direct re- 
lationship to the SL-1 accident. Each of the factors ment ioned has a  logical 
explanation as to why it existed, though there has been debate as to whether 
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Flg.32 

Pressure vessel being removed from SL-1 reactor bulldhg 

some of these circumstances and conditions should have existed. Factors 
underlying various design features, conditions, procedures, etc., include 
such intangibles as operating and design philosophy, engineering judgement, 
state-of-the-art of reactor development at the time, budgetary and program- 
ming considerations, administrative procedures and organization. 

B. SL-1 core design 

1. Reactivity worth of the central control rod 

With the reactor at ambient temperature and pressure and with the four 
outside rods fully inserted, the reactor could be made critical by the with- 
drawal of the central rod alone. 

The central rod (No. 9) critical position, measured early in the core 
life, was 19.2 in at 83°F; in February 1960 this position was 16.1 in at 83°F. 
In September 1960 the position was measured at 14.3 in at a temperature 
of 106°F. In November 1960 additional cadmium was added to the core which 
decreased the core reactivity by about 1% as indicated by the change in rod 



Fig.33 

Outside of pressure vessel before bottom skirt war removed 

bank position. This presumably would have also raised the critical posi.tion 
of rod 9 a slight amount, but this was not measured. 

For remote site applications, it is necessary to keep the size and weight 
of the reactor to a minimum in order to minimize transportation and instal- 
lation costs. This requirement made it necessary to optimize for compact- 
ness, efficiency, and reliability. The SL-1 reactor was designed to accom- 
modate 59 fuel elements, one source assembly, and 9 control rods. How- 
ever, during the initial zero power experiments, it was evident that a 40 
element, 5 rod core would adequately meet the basic design criteria of 3 
MWt operation with a 3-yr core life. It was this deliberate effort to mini- 
mize the size of the core which gave the central rod an abnormally large 
reactivity worth. 

2. Boron burnable poison 

In order to obtain a 3-yr core life at 3 MWt, burnable poison was re- 
quired to conwensate for the heavy loading of uranium-235. Attempts to 
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Fig.34 

Inside of pressure vessel just after head was removed - 22 Jan. 1962 

include this poison in the aluminium-uranium fuel matrix proved unsuccess- 
ful. AS was done in Boiling Reactor Experiment No. 3 (BORAX III) where 
boron strips were used to assist rod control, boron strips were fusion 
welded to one or both side plates of designated fuel assemblies.. The flexi- 
bility of this method proved to be very useful since the final boron loading 
could be readily changed during the zero power experiments which imme- 
diately preceded full power operation. 

During the fabrication of these strips, the aluminium-boron meat was 
placed in an aluminium jacket. Pressing and rolling were calculated to re- 
sult in a 2 mil clad. Strips were then cut from large rolled sheets leaving 
the meat on the edges exposed and, subsecluently, these strips were fusion 
welded to the fuel assemblies. 

In the operation of the SL-1 reactor, there had been considerable con- 
cern that swelling of the aluminium fuel elements might occur as a function 
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View of core after the No.9 shroud was removed 

of irradiation damage. A schedule for the removal and inspect 
fuel elements was established to check for fuel element swelling. During 
such an inspection in August 1959, the aluminium fuel elements were in 
good condition, but there were indications that the boron strips were bowing. 
During a similar inspection in August 1960, the boron strips had bowed be- 
tween the weld joints and had wedged the elements tightly together. Much 
force was required to remove one of the centre fuel elements. On one ele- 
ment it was found that boron side strips had bowed up to 170 mils between 
the welds. This element, photographed under water above the 1 
in Fig. 36. On another element, both the half length and full ler 
strips were missing when removed. Portions of these strips p: 
boron strip from an adjacent fuel element were subsequently recovered 
from the core. The appearance of these strips, in comparison 

then move out. Actually, the bank positions were moving in but at a faster 
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Fig.36 

View of boron strip bowing - Aug. 1960 

Fig.37 

Comparison of remaining pieces of boron-aluminium strips with unirradiated strip - Aug. 1960 
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Fig.38 

Critical rod bank position with equIllbrIum xenon concenttatlon at 2.56 M W  

rate than expected, indicating a more rapid gain of reactivity then expected. 
This could have been caused by the loss of some of the’ boron. 

In September and October 1960, an experimental and analytical pro- 
gramme was conducted to investigate the reactivity gain and the corrosion 
of the burnable poison. As a result, additional shut-down margin was pro- 
vided by the addition of 60 mil cadmium strips in two of the T slots. It was 
estimated that this increased the shutdown capability of the reactor by ap- 
proximately 1% reactivity. 

Except for additional boron burn-up, there is no information which 
indicates that the condition of the boron strips changed during November 
and December 1960; hence, the above was supposedly the approximate burn- 
able poison status of the core at the time of the accident. 

C. SL-1 control rod drive mechanisms 

1. Performance of the SL-1 control rod drive mechanisms 

The control rods were driven by a rack and pinion mechanism located 
in a pressure housing (also called a “bell housing”) on the head of the re- 
actor vessel as shown in Fig. 39. The control rod blades were guided by 
shrouds within the core. At aball joint, the blades were connected to verti- 
cal control rod extensions and racks. The racks meshed with a pinion gear. 
The horizontal pinion shaft penetrated the wall of the thimble through a ro- 
tating seal and was driven by a motor through a gear-box and magnetic 
clutch. By de-energizing the clutch coil, the pinion was released from the 
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Fig.39 

SL-1 control rod drive mechanism 

motor, and the rod could then fall by gravity, with the rack and pinion gear 
“free-wheeling”. Any friction in the seal on the horizontal pinion shaft would 
tend to impede the fall of the rod. An auxiliary clutch permitted the motor 
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to drive the released rod downward and, if necessary, prevented upward 
rod motion after release. 

A detailed investigation of the SL-1 operating logs disclosed that the 
SL-1 control rod drive mechanisms performed a total of 4360 movements. 
In 98% of these cases, the mechanism operated satisfactorily. In 64 instances, 
or 2% of these cases one or another of the 5 mechanisms operated in a 
less than satisfactory manner. Forty-six instances were noted where a rod 
did not fall freely in a scram and required the mechanical drive to assist 
or drive the rod in. During November and December 1960, 33 instances of 
sluggish or sticking performance were experienced. 

The 84 instances mentioned above include instances (1) when a control 
rod did not meet specified minimum drop time requirements during “free” 
fall, (2) when a power assist from the drive assembly was necessary to 
enable a control rod to reach its zero position, or (3) when it was not pos- 
sible to withdraw a rod prior to startup. 

Cases of unsatisfactory performance occurred in a sporadic and er- 
ratic manner. Because of the erratic operation, it is difficult to indicate 
any mechanism which by itself could have caused sticking to occur. In a 
few of the sticking instances noted, it was known that crud accumulation 
around the rotating seals and pinion bearings was the cause. Other instances 
can be attributed to other mechanism problems; however, the cause of the 
majority of the instances was-not identified. 

The SL- 1 Board of Investigation considered several other possible causes 
of control rod sticking, but found no evidence for any one cause. Among 
these was the possibility that the control rod shrouds may have closed in 
on the blades, because of bowing of the boron strips resulting in crowding 
of the fuel elements against the shrouds, adding to the friction of the system; 
crud accumulation within the shrouds may have caused the erratic per- 
formance of the control rods. 

Very few incidents of rod sticking were formally reported. There had 
been some trouble with the control rod mechanisms from the beginning, and 
the crew was accustomed to slight rod irregularities. The increasing fre- 
quency of difficulties just prior to the accident were not reported to the AEC. 

1. Other design considerations 

(a) 17-4 PH steel 

The use of 17-4 PH steel in the fabrication of some of the SL-1 control 
rod drive components was consistent with the state-of-the-art at the time. 
The control rod racks recovered from the SL-1 reactor building’subsequent 
to the accident show many surface cracks. In other reactors, it has recently 
been found that 17-4 PH steel can only be used in reactor components if it 
is fabricated and processed through carefully controlled heat treatments 
and manufacturing procedures. Otherwise, progressive stress cracking 
leading to eventual failure might occur. This was not known when the SL-1 
was constructed. Some of the components in SL-1 showed stress cracking 
(Figs. 40 and 41), but so far there is no evidence any cracks had progressed 
to the point of failure. 

(b) Manual movement of rods during disassembly and assembly 

During the disassembly and assembly of the SL-1 control rod drive 
mechanisms, it was necessary to move manually the control rod blades 
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within the core. As noted earlier, each control rod in the core is connected 
by a long, upward projecting control rod e.xtension to a rack and pinion gear 
drive located on the top of the reactor vessel head. The rack and pinion 
gear is inside of a tall, bolted-on bell housing. The horizontal drive shaft 
from the pinion gear to its drive motor outside the bell housing extends 
through a rotating reactor pressure seal in the wall of the housing. 

When an SL-1 drive mechanism was disassembled, all the drive com- 
ponents were removed from the reactor head and, hence, access to the core 
was possible. This situation is shown in a pre-accident photograph, Fig.42, 
with only the control rod rack protruding through the reactor nozzle. 

In the reassembly of these mechanisms, the shield plug was lowered 
into the reactor head nozzle over the rack. The pinion support and spring 
housings were then lowered over the rack and bolted to the shield plug. A 
lifting tool was attached to the threaded end of the top of the rack, down 
inside the spring housing a few inches. At this point the rack and, hence, 
the control rod were lifted so that a “C” clamp could he attached to hold 
the rod in a raised position. Very explicit instructions had been given to all 
operators that this manual raising of a rod should not exceed 4 in. However, 
the operator was expected to exercise judgement estimating this height. 
There was no position stop; it was possible for the operator to raise the 
rod higher-- even to complete withdrawal. 

With the “C” clamp on the rack, the lifting tool was removed and a 
washer and nut were placed on the rack. This nut and washer acted against 
the spring to hold the rod in the zero operating position and to absorb the 
force of scrams. The lifting tool was again attached and the rod lifted to 
free the “C” clamp. The rod was then lowered to the spring. This point in 
the reassembly is shown in Fig. 43. Fig. 44 shows the cadmium overlap 
in the active core at various positions during the reassembly procedure. 

Based on the last measurement of critical position of the centre rod, 
there should have been at least a 12 in margin between criticality and the 
position to which the centre rod is normally raised to during this operation. 

D. SL-1 operating and maintenance procedures 

Prior to the accident, the SL-1 control rod drive disassembly and as- 
sembly procedure was considered routine by all concerned and had been 
done many times. Hence, a reactor engineer was not scheduled to be present 
while this procedure was performed on the night of the accident. The written 
procedure for the disassembly and assembly of the SL-1 control rod drive 
mechanisms did nothave a precautionary note to indicate the danger involved 
in withdrawing the central rod. but this procedure and the administrative 
precautions relating thereto were well covered in the training of all oper - 
ators. The Board of Investigation found that all reactor operators were well 
aware of the danger associated with this procedure. 

The established procedures did not require a crew member to be in the 
control room during maintenance on the reactor. The SL-1 control and nu- 
clear instrumentation was adequate. However, at the time of the accident, 
the recorders associated with the nuclear instrumentation (with few excep- 
tions) were turned off. The operating procedures did not require that all 
recorders be turned on. The constant air monitoring system was on. How- 
ever, this system would not have responded to the difficulties within the 
reactor, 
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SL-I conrml rod drive rack (pre-accident photo) 

E. Reactor safety reviews and inspections 

During the operation of the SL-1,. many safety reviews and inspections 
were performed by groups directly associated with the operations and pro- 
gramming. However, most formal inspections were concerned with health 
physics, radiation protection, and industrial safety problems. No nuclear 
or reactor engineers were included on the formal inspection teams. Hence, 
the reactor safety aspect was not adequately covered. 

There were only two truly independent over-all safety reviews of the 
FL-1 facility including the reactor. The first review was made by the AEC’s 
Division bf Licensing and Regulation and the Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards. This review was made prior to the initial operation of the SL-1. 
The second review was accomplished by an independent group from the oper- 
ating contractor’s organization at the time this firm assumed operational 
responsibility for the SL-1 in February 1959. 

V. PROBABLE INITIATION AND COURSE OF THE SL-1 ACCIDENT 

The investigation into the cause of the accident is still underway by the 
SL-1 Board of Investigation. The final report by the Board will probably 
be completed this summer. The Board has released several interim reports; 
the latest on 3 April 1962 follows: 
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Fig.-13 

SL-1 conrrol rod mechanism (pm-accident photo) 

“A meeting of the Board of Investigation on the SL-1 reactor incident 
of 3 January 1961, was held on 7 March 1962. The purpose of this meeting 
was to review evidence which has been brought to light since the Board’s 
last report of May 1961. During this period, the reactor has been moved 
to a large “hot cell” and partially disassembled to facilitate careful detailed 
viewing and study of each component and bit of evidence which might bear 
upon the cause of the in&dent. 

The Board finds it is not in a position to submit a final report but does 
wish to reaffirm the conclusions reached in its report of 10 May 1961. A 
great deai of additional evidence has been developed since that report, touch- 
ing particularly on conclusion (H) * . While the Board has not made a com- 
plete review or study of all the new evidence, it finds none which appears 
to change its conclusions materially, but rather finds further support for 
those conclusions. 

The following observations are based, in large part, on information 
obtained by the General Electric Company during the recovery and disas- ____ 

* Conclusmn H in :he May reporr XBC~S‘ “At ihls [une it is nor oossible LO ldenrlfy comolere!y or with 
certainty rhe causes of the mc:dent. T!E ,mosf likely immediate cause of rhe evolosion appears :o have been 
d fluclear excursion :esoltinq from unusually rapid and exrensive mofmn of the central conrrol :ad. As yer there 
is no evidence 70 supporr any of several other conczwable mit intmg mechanisms”. 
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SI,-1 control rod cadmium overlap in active cow. for various posillonr 

sembly of the SL-1 reactor vessel and core over the past several months 
under a Commission contract administered by the Idaho Operations Office: 

(1) When the explosion occurred, the reactor core was destroyed and 
a pressure wave or water hammer followed which apparently trap- 
ed the central control rod (No. 9) within its shroud at a 20 in, plus 
or minus 3 in, withdrawn position. 

(2) The radial dislocation of the core components indicates that the 
explosion emanated from the centre axis of the core or that part 
of the core controlled by the central rod. 

(3) Severe meltdown of the centre and lower portions of the central 
fuel elements was experienced. 

(4) Preliminary flux wire measurements from wires which were in the core 
at the time of the incident indicate that the magnitude of the energy 
released from the resulting nuclear excursion was sufficient to 
cause the observed damage and effects. 

(5) Direct measurements of the critical position of the central rod with 
the core in a cold condition were few; however, from an analysis 
of the history of the SL-1 core, it appears that the critical position 
was between 14 in to 16 in. Hence, with the known reactivity worth 
of the rod, its withdrawal to 20 in appears sufficient to cause the 
effects observed. 

(6) Evidence accumulated so far from within the reactor vessel points 
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to no self-propagating metal-water reaction or any $ther type of 
chemical explosion. 

(7) All the observed damage to the reactor building, vessel and core 
can be reasonably accounted for as a result of the withdrawal of 
the No. 9 (central) control rod. 

The reason for the withdrawn position of the central control rod is 
unknown. It is a principal and final objective of the Board to find this reason, 
if possible, or a reasonable hypothesis of the withdrawing mechanism, and 
to report other evidence of value to reactor safety through a detailed evalua- 
tion and analysis of the reactor core and reactor components. A final report 
will be written upon conclusion of this work. 

The conclusions in this interim report are based on the following most 
probable sequence of events, believed to have occurred during the course 
of the accident, and which, at the present time, reasonably explains all 
of the observed damage. 

It is believed that the SL-1 accident was caused by the rapid withdrawal 
of the central control rod (No. 9) above its critical position, 14 to 16 in, to 
a position of approximately 20 in, thus taking the core above prompt criti- 
cal. 

This nuclear condition rapidly incre,ased the fuel plate temperature to 
a point near or above melting. The simultaneous generation of steam 
throughout the centre of the core produced a relatively large steam void and 
high pressures in the core in the order of 500 lb/in2. Consequently, the core 
experienced considerable damsge’by the expansion of this steam and by the 
high pressure. At this time, the central rod was probably seized by the 
shroud surrounding it at about a 20 in withdrawn position. The 500 psi steam 
pressure apparently forced a slug of water upward from the general zone 
of the core. This water slug was accelerated by the steam and was suddenly 
stopped by the reactor vessel head, causing a high pressure, water hammer 
phenomenon with pressures probably as high as 10 000 psi. The forces 
generated by the decelerating water slug collapsed all the shield plug hous- 
ing extension tubes (Figs.27 and 39) and deformed the reactor vessel wall 
(Fig. 33). Additionally, the momentum of the water slug was transferred 
to the reactor vessel, imparting a vertical motion to the vessel itself and 
the shield plugs, which were not bolted to the vessel head. The vessel was 
projected upward sufficiently to shear the steam nozzle and water lines and 
to expel onto the operating room floor whole blocks of insulation which 
originally surrounded the vessel. Subsequently the vessel fell back approxi- 
mately to its original position. 

It has been calculated that the energy released was about 300 M W  sec. 
For further details concerning the WTR and SL-1, the reader is re- 

ferred to the bibliography. 
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DISCUSSION I. 4. 

K. KONOPLEV: Were any cases of leaks observed in the fuel elements 
of the WTR reactor, either before or after the accident in April 1960? If 
so, how often? 

A. N. TARDIFF: No, fission product release to the coolant was not 
observed before the accident. It is true that the fuel elements had not been 
adequately inspected prior to the accident. The investigation that I referred 
to took place after the accident and included a test to determine whether 
there had been any flaws or defects in the bonding. 

G. RADA: An issue of Nucleonics reported the finding of a locldng 
piece for the central control rod assembly. This suggests that the rod re- 
mained caught in its lower position, thus eliminating the possibility of its 
accidental withdrawal. Could you comment on this finding in the light of 
the fact that the fundamental assumption in the investigation seems to be 
that the central control rod was accidentally withdrawn? 

A. N. TARDIFF: With reference to the report in Nucleonics, the USAEC 
in September 1961 released information to the public to the effect that the 
No. 9, or central, control rod extension had been found trapped within its 
shield plug extension guide tube, indicating that the No. 9 control rod was 
in a 3 in withdrawn position at the moment the “water hammer” effect took 
place. This tended to cast doubt on the theory that the nuclear excursion 
was a result of the control rod being withdrawn. However, subsequent de- 
tailed examination of the same components indicated that we had released 
the information prematurely. Apparently there had been differential move- 
ment between the shield plug and the central rod extension. We found identi- 
cal or matching impact points on the inside surface of the shield plugguide- 
tube and on the surface of the central rod extension (24 in apart). This in- 
dicated that the No. 9 control rod was 27 in (24 in + 3 in) withdrawn at the 
time the water hammer effect took place. Further information revealed 
that the control rod was withdrawn 20 in at the time the core was destroyed. 

G. RADA: I understand that the shift supervisor on duty was absent 
from the reactor site at the time of the incident. Do you think that this was 
a decisive factor in the chain of events that gave rise to the incident? 

A.N. TARDIFF: I must point out, first of all, that the reactor, or 
shift, supervisor was in fact present: he was the man who was pinned to 
the ceiling. The crew consisted of a shift superviser, a reactor operator 
and a trainee. The operations supervisor and plant superintendant were 
not on duty, (The operation or maintenance which was being carried out 
was considered routine and hence the normal operating crew was given the 
responsibility of re- assembling the control rod drives.) The shift super- 
visor on duty was duly qualified by the operating contractor and the military 
cadre responsible for the training of the crews. 

G. RADA: Could you comment on the distribution - before the SL- 1 
accident - of responsibilities as between Combustion Engineering, the Army 
and personnel of the National Reactor Testing Station? 
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A. N, TARDIFF: During the operation of the SL-1, the o&rating crews 
and the plant superintendant were military. The crewswer responsible 
to the plant super-intendant and the latter was responsible to he operations -ft 
supervisor, who was an employee of Combustion Engineering, Inc., the 
onorating contractor. The contractor was responsible to the Idaho office 
of the USAEC. The on-site military personnel did not report to the USAEC 
but were worldng directly for the civilian contractor. Normally, such an 
arrangement can be maintained as long as the personalities involved are 
compatible. In the case of the SL-1, the relations between the military and 
the civilian contractor appear to be good. 

E, STAUBER: Was it possible to estimate, or conclude, how much 
activity, especially fission product activity, was released from the reactor 
core, and from the containment during the SL-1 accident7 What were the 
values in both cases? 

A. N. TARDIFF: I should indicate first of all that, except for the pres- 
sure vessel itself, the SL-1 was not contained. Work on determining the 
amount of fission products released from the reactor core to the reactor 
building and to the site has not been completed. Original estimates indicated 
that about 1% of our total inventory of fission products in the core, amounting 
to approximately 10’ c, was released. When the pertinent analyses have 
been completed, reports will become available. (With the exception of the 
Board of Investigation reports and the Congressional reports, the official 
SL-1 accident reports are the IDO- series, which are available at the 
United States Office of Technical Information, Washington 25, D. C.) 

J . A. BOURGEOIS: In your oral presentation you mentioned that a radio- 
active cloud was formed at the time of the SL-1 accident and that passage 
of the cloud had been recorded in a facility, situated to the north. HOW 
high was the radiation recorded during the passage of the cloud? 

A. N. TARDIFF: The facility to which I referred is the Gas Cooled 
Reactor Experiment (GCRE) located 0.4 miles northwest of the SL-1 site. 
Shortly after 9 p, m. (the accident occurred at 9.01 p. m., ) the GCRE gate 
house personnel monitor sounded an alarm and all meter peedles registered 
off-scale. The instrument could not be reset. Hence, a direct measurement 
of the cloud was not made. It is still a matter of uncertainty whether the 
cloud caused the alarm. Further information on the cloud and its diSpOSitiOn 
is given in IDO-19302,“Nuclear Incident at the SL-1 Reactor”. 

J. H. COLLINS: Although it is felt that the WTR incident was due to 
poor bonding between the cladding and the fuel, would you consider reducing 
the overall cooling again if you were carrying out another experimental 
programme of similar type? 

A. N. TARDIFF: According to the WTR staff, there was nothing wrong 
with the experiment. The problem was one of coordination between the 
experimenters in the reactor room and the crew operating the reactor. In 
any future experiment of that kind, it would be necessary for the two groups 
to work in close contact with each other. 


